Background: In this study, investigating the effects of mobile phone radiation on test animals, eleven pigs were anaesthetised to the level where burst-suppression pattern appears in the electroencephalogram (EEG). At this level of anaesthesia both human subjects and animals show high sensitivity to external stimuli which produce EEG bursts during suppression. The burstsuppression phenomenon represents a nonlinear control system, where low-amplitude EEG abruptly switches to very high amplitude bursts. This switching can be triggered by very minor stimuli and the phenomenon has been described as hypersensitivity. To test if also radio frequency (RF) stimulation can trigger this nonlinear control, the animals were exposed to pulse modulated signal of a GSM mobile phone at 890 MHz. In the first phase of the experiment electromagnetic field (EMF) stimulation was randomly switched on and off and the relation between EEG bursts and EMF stimulation onsets and endpoints were studied. In the second phase a continuous RF stimulation at 31 W/kg was applied for 10 minutes. The ECG, the EEG, and the subcutaneous temperature were recorded.
Background
Indications of the RF-EMF originated changes in biological systems have been researched by exposing human volunteers, animals and cells to radio frequency (RF) fields as well as by performing epidemiological studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The studies on the effect of exposure to RF fields on brain functions and among others on behaviour of test animals have yielded contradictory results [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In many studies the applied RF frequencies and their modulation have not corresponded to the frequencies used by commercial mobile phones. The background radiation has complicated the evaluation of the results.
Animal studies are especially useful for experiments in which the exposure level exceeds the limits for human exposure (for exposure levels, see [14] ). The use of high exposure levels is an essential element of toxicological testing (e.g., safety testing of chemicals): sufficiently high exposure levels are used to find a biological response, and lower exposures are then systematically tested to find the "safe" level (taking into account possible sensitivity differences between the test animals and humans). This kind of toxicological approach has not yet been applied for systematic testing of the effects of RF fields on brain function in animals.
Animal studies are also well suited for studying the hypothesized specific effects of amplitude-modulated RF fields on the central nervous system. If specific bioeffects of amplitude-modulated fields exist (for review, see [1] ), they would be especially relevant for current digital mobile phone systems such as GSM. A few studies have reported effects of modulated RF fields on animal electroencephalogram (EEG) [15] [16] [17] , but systematic research on this question is lacking, and the positive findings have not been followed up. In this study anaesthetised pigs are used as test animals. The pig, with its relatively large brain size, has proven to be one of the best options as a test animal when considering effects on the brain.
During anaesthesia the EEG shows less variability compared to the waking condition when sensory-motor activity, cognitive functions and mental activity among other factors might cause the properties of the signal to fluctuate in an unpredictable manner. Anaesthesia itself modulates the properties of the EEG, however, these changes are relatively well known. We have previously shown that during burst suppression, i.e., the phase of deep anaesthesia when periods of relatively flat EEG alternate with high amplitude mixed frequency bursts, the bursts can be provoked by somatosensory, photic and auditory stimuli [18, 19] . In fact, minor stimuli such as vibration [20] or light touch [21] [22] [23] readily produce bursts. Bursts can be produced by both the onset and end of a train of stimuli with the latency remaining fairly constant. Burst suppression is closely related to slow wave sleep oscillations, which develop a nonlinear control system for intermittent suppressions. Suppression segments are essentially prolonged up-states of the cortical sleep oscillation [23] . In anaesthesia with volatile agents as well as ischemic brain damage this nonlinear, on-off, control system sometimes becomes reactive to minimal perturbations. This phenomenon has been called hypersensitivity of the anaesthesia-induced comatose brain [24, 25] . We therefore hypothesized that this extremely sensitive phenomenon, representing a very sensitive nonlinear control system, might be an indicator of possible RF effects.
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of radiofrequency radiation from the GSM mobile phone system on the electrical activity of a pig brain at radiation levels above those accepted for human testing. The aims were to find the threshold for observable changes in the brain's electrical activity, to document the consequences of exposure above the threshold, and to study whether there is any difference between the effects of short exposure pulses and continuous exposure. The experiments were designed with two objectives in mind: 1) to study the reactivity of the EEG burst suppression pattern to the EMF stimulation and 2) to study the changes in the EEG signal due to continuous high power EMF radiation.
Materials and methods
Altogether 11 experiments were performed during the study. The experiments were carried out in two series with the first and the second experiment series including 5 and 6 animals, respectively. The animals were anaesthetized with isoflurane to the level where the burst suppression pattern occurs. The level of anaesthesia was controlled by visual inspection of the EEG signal in the course of the recordings. The first experiment series was recorded using Cadwell Easy Writer™ of Cadwell Laboratories, Kennewick, WA, USA (sampling frequency 200 Hz) and the second one with Biopac data acquisition system from Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA, USA (sampling frequency 1000 Hz). The exposures were conducted using a setup described in [26] . The exposure source was a half wave dipole fed by an amplified signal of a computer-controlled mobile phone. The mobile phone was transmitting a typical pulse modulated GSM voice call signal at 890.2 MHz (Figures 1 and  2 ). Each measurement consisted of two phases. During phase I the EMF stimulation was switched on and off in a random fashion while anaesthesia was kept at a level where the EEG suppression segments lasted 5 to 10 sec on the average. In phase II 10 min continuous stimulation was applied with the anaesthesia kept at a deep level with still continuous EEG. During the whole experiment the EEG, the electrocardiogram (ECG) and the stimulation marker were recorded. The EEG electrodes were implanted subcutaneously to obtain high quality signals. The functioning of the EEG and the ECG sensors in strong electromagnetic field was tested prior to the exposures by attaching the electrodes to a spherical dielectric phantom and irradiating it at maximum available power level (200 W peak). No interference was observed. The EEG signal was analyzed visually to detect the onsets of bursts and suppression segments. Interburst intervals (IBI) were calculated and accepted for further analysis if their length remained below 100 seconds. The start-and end times of stimulation were identified from the marker curve. The stimulation start-and end times occurring during EEG bursts were discarded. Also, if after a stimulation onset the stimulation was switched off before an EEG burst started, the onset of this particular stimulation period was discarded. Correspondingly, if after a stimulation endpoint a new stimulation period was started before an EEG burst occurred the particular stimulation endpoint was discarded (e.g., the endpoint of the second stimulation period in Figure 3 ). For the remaining stimulation start-and endpoints the Stimulation Start to Burst Intervals (SSBIs) and Stimulation End to Burst Intervals (SEBIs) were calculated. The total number of detected IBIs and stimulation periods together with the number of IBIs, SSBIs and SEBIs considered valid for further analysis are given in Table 1 .
Phase II: 10 minute continuous exposure Following phase I, after a short period of no exposure, phase II of the experiment was carried out by switching on the EMF source for 10 minutes at the SAR level of 31 W/ kg. Anaesthesia was kept at lighter level at this phase so that the EEG was continuous with no burst-suppression pattern observed. The temperature was measured subcutaneously using a fluoro-optic sensor (Luxtron 750) and the temperature values were written down manually every minute during (and for several minutes after) the continuous exposure period. About 10-20 minutes after the EMF source was switched off the animal was sacrificed.
Schematic diagram of the exposure system Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the exposure system. Figure 2 Recording setup. Figure 3 A sample of the recorded signals of phase I recording. The vertical arrows with V-shaped and diamond-shaped heads indicate the time instances of on-and off-switching the EMF source, respectively. Start-and end times of bursts are marked by dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively. Three events, the endpoints of the first and the third stimulation period as well as the onset of the second stimulation period are discarded as they occur during bursts. Also, the endpoint of the second stimulation period is discarded because the EMF source is switched on again before a burst occurs. Two stimulation-start-to-burst intervals (SSBI) and two interburst intervals (IBI) are indicated in the figure. The EEG signal is contaminated by ECG artifact, however, the bursts can easily be detected by visual analysis. The ECG artifact was not present during the periods of continuous 10 minute exposure of phase II. Heart rate was obtained from the ECG signal off-line using a simple prefilter and compare-to-threshold algorithm. Due to some technical problems in the recordings, the analysis of phase II recordings could only be performed for the recordings of set 2.
Recording setup

A sample of the recorded signals of phase I recording
Six segments of half a minute duration were extracted from the EEG signal at the following phases of the experiment: 1) just before stimulation onset, 2) just after stimulation onset, 3) in the middle of the stimulation period, 4) just before the end of the stimulation period, 5) just after the end of the stimulation period, and 6) five minutes post-stimulus. The signal segments were low-pass filtered and decimated 10 times, the new sampling frequency being 100 Hz. Relative power in the following EEG frequency bands was calculated: delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , and gamma (20-45 Hz). The power spectrum was calculated using autoregressive model parameters (Yule-Walker algorithm). In addition, spectral entropy [27] , approximate entropy [28] , Higuchi fractal dimension [29] , and Lempel-Ziv complexity [30] were estimated from the EEG signal segments.
Results
EMF exposure effects on the EEG
By visual inspection of the EEG recordings of phase I, no obvious correlation between the timing of the burst-suppression pattern and the switching of the EMF source was observed. For better insight the distributions of IBIs, SSBIs, and SEBIs were plotted (see Figure 4) . While the distributions of SSBIs and SEBIs look similar, very few IBIs shorter than 0.5 s occur. Also, the distribution of IBIs is wider, which comes from the fact that stimulation startand end times coinciding with bursts were omitted. Mean IBIs, SSBIs and SEBIs were 4.76, 2.25, and 2.70 s, respectively. The shapes of the distributions of Figure 4 were further compared by obtaining quantile-quantile plots (see Figure 5 ). SSBIs and SEBIs follow very similar distributions (the right panel of the figure) if not taking into account a couple of outliers. The distribution of IBIs is more long-tailed compared to those of SSBIs and SEBIs, causing the data in the left and middle panels of Figure 5 to deviate from the straight line.
The results of the EEG analysis of phase II recordings are shown in Figure 6 and the statistical analysis is presented in Table 2 . The results indicate that no significant changes can be observed in the calculated EEG measures due to the continuous EMF exposure. The recordings show quite different behaviour, however. In recordings 1 and 3 a clear peak in the power spectrum at around 7-9 Hz was observed. Also, the entropy measures were higher for these test animals. In some recordings certain measures like theta ratio (for recording 1) or approximate entropy (for recording 6) show clear correlation with the EMF exposure. However, these results do not repeat in other test animals.
EMF exposure effects on heart rate and subcutaneous temperature Heart rate and temperature changes during the exposure periods for recordings of data set 2 are shown in Figure 7 . sure period. The time instances at which exposure is switched on or off were obtained from the marker signal and are thus accurately aligned with the heart rate curve. There may be slight misalignment (up to about half a minute) between the temperature curves and the heart rate, however, as the temperature values were marked manually. During the 10 minute stimulation the subcutaneous temperature increased by 1.63 (standard deviation 0.89, range 0.9...2.9) degrees. When the heart rate curves were fitted with straight lines over the stimulation period and the difference between the last and first values of the line were taken as the heart rate change during the stimulation, the average heart rate increase was calculated to be 14.15 (standard deviation 17.03, range 0.08...45.57) beats per minute. Although the heart rate and temperature increased during the exposure in all the recordings, no clear correlation between the magnitudes of these changes could be noted.
Discussion
Burst suppression pattern in the EEG signal is generated in the cerebral cortex. It has been shown that the cortex, when isolated from deep structures, produces burst suppression. This is also reflected by the fact that in brain damage and focal status epilepticus, focal burst suppression is sometimes seen. Even burst suppression recorded from depth electrodes is likely to be of cortical origin [23] . The bursts induced by minor somatosensory, auditory or photic stimuli are likely triggered by brainstem, as are the bursts induced in ischemic brain damage. The triggering sensory information may, thus, originate from auditory, somatosensory or visual systems and our experiment tests, whether radiation can produce similar triggering sensory effect.
The hypothesis that switching the EMF stimulation on or off would induce bursts during deep burst suppression level anaesthesia was not confirmed by our experiments. The shape of the distribution of interburst intervals was similar to that of the distributions of time intervals from the start and endpoints of the stimulus to the burst onset. This similarity of the distributions was further confirmed by quantile-quantile plots. The main difference in the shapes of the distributions was the considerably higher probability of very short intervals from stimulus start/end to burst onset compared to IBIs. This can be explained by the physiological refractory period after bursts, making IBIs of less than 1 s improbable in the spontaneous burst suppression pattern. Also, during visual annotation of burst start-and end times short suppression segments (< 1 s) between bursts are often ignored. Omitting stimulation events during bursts might cause bias, but in our view this was the most reasonable way of handling these events. If there is already a burst going on while EMF source is switched on (or off), there is no way to tell if this particular switching had an influence on the bursting dynamics in the EEG.
The data recorded in this project does not give a comprehensive answer about the possible interaction between the EMF stimulation and the EEG bursting phenomenon as no sham recordings were available and the two phenomena, spontaneous bursting and possible interaction, could not be separated from one another. The similarity The frequency content of the EEG signal showed no significant changes related to the continuous EMF stimulation in phase II recordings. Various measures of signal entropy and complexity have recently been found to correlate with changes in the EEG due to, for example, deepening anaesthesia [31] . However, none of the measures applied in this study: Higuchi fractal dimension, spectral entropy, Lempel-Ziv complexity, or approximate entropy, revealed any trends during the stimulation. This might be surprising as a clear increase in temperature by about 1-2 degrees was observed. A possible reason for these results might be that the temperature was measured from below the scalp while it is possible that increased blood perfusion has compensated for the potential temperature increase due to the EMF power in deeper brain structures. This explanation is supported by the increase in heart rate. Unfortunately, blood pressure was not recorded in the experiments. Also, other variables like the anaesthetic effect, for example, were not fully controlled.
Conclusion
The exposure to 890 MHz EMF stimulation at 31 W/kg increased the subcutaneous temperature of the experi-
The results of the EEG analysis of phase II recordings Approximate Entropy ment animals by about 1.6 °C and the heart rate by 14.2 bpm in a population of six anaesthetised pigs. No significant changes were observed in the EEG activity of the pigs although several EEG signal analysis methods were applied. In a population of ten pigs, anaesthetized to the level where the EEG burst suppression pattern occurs, no correlation was found between switching on or off the EMF stimulation and triggering of the bursts.
In this study we wanted to see if RF radiation at high exposure levels could trigger the hypersensitive nonlinear burst suppression control system of anaesthesia EEG. However, in none of our pigs was there any sign of this kind of activation. The results of our study indicate therefore that the RF radiation does not produce sensory stimulation of somatosensory, auditory or visual system or directly affect the brain so as to produce EEG bursts during suppression. The slow rise in temperature at very high RF intensity suggests that there is an effect also in brain tissue, but this is not appropriate, intensive or abrupt enough to trigger the burst control system.
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